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New Year’s Resolutions in the Workplace 

As a supervisor, you are accustomed to providing vision and direction for your staff.  The start of a brand new 

year can be the perfect time to take stock of your department’s performance and create goals for your team to 

work towards.  Read on for some helpful guidelines for setting effective department goals. 

 

Creating SMART Department Goals 

Poorly planned department goals can lead to frustration for your whole staff.  The SMART formula helps you 

create work goals that are reasonable, clear, and well thought out.  SMART resolutions are: 

Specific: Create department goals that are unambiguous.  If your staff does not understand what the ex-

pected target is, odds are they will not reach it.  

Measurable: Make sure your goal is quantifiable (based on numbers or dollars) instead of qualitative 

(based on a description, such as “improve”).  Without a tangible goal that can be measured you will not be 

able to track your department’s progress or acknowledge when the goal has been met. 

Achievable: Although overly easy goals are meaningless, it’s also crucial not to set unreachable goals for 

your department.  It’s likely your staff will immediately recognize that the goal is unrealistic and not even 

make an attempt to reach it.  A good goal should be possible to achieve with diligence and hard work. 

Relevant: The goals you set should focus on the needs of the District and your department.  Realistically 

take into account the strengths and weaknesses within your department.  Avoid creating goals that are too 

dependent on outside forces.  If the activities of another department, agency, or organization significantly 

impact your staff’s ability to achieve a goal, they will feel like success is not within their control. 

Time-based: Setting a reasonable deadline for department goals will help your staff know what pace is 

expected of them. 
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Tips for Creating Goals for Your Department 

Think big.  Consider the goals of the entire organization, not just your department. 

Take stock.  Bear in mind the strengths and limitations within your department and how they will impact 

the accomplishment of department goals. 

Be innovative.  Think beyond simply recycling previous goals.  Make sure the goals you set make sense in 

your department’s current climate. 

Make it a team effort.  Involving staff in the process of setting goals can lead to greater buy-in from them.  

It can also provide you with a broader perspective on your department’s inner workings.  Staff members 

are great resources for insight into factors that may help or impede the department’s progress. 

Be reasonable.  Make goals attainable, taking strengths and weaknesses into account.  Be realistic about 

the impact of coordinating with other departments and organizations on the completion of goals. 

Make sure it matters.  Be meaningful with your goals rather than numerous.  A short list of significant 

goals is more effective and will have a much greater impact than a long list of trivial objectives. 

Set priority.  List department goals in order of importance.  Doing this will help your staff know what 

tasks take precedence and what issues are most important to your department. 


